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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [Well we studied the spectral and scattering theory 
of perturbed stratified media. In particular we studied the acoustic 
propagator in the case where the problem is defined in all of UP+ I. 
In this paper we consider the acoustic propagator for transmission 
problems, and in exterior domains. 
The unperturbed problem is a stratified fluid where the sound speed is 
only a function of the depth y, cO( y), y E R. The corresponding wave 
equation is 
where A = Cy= 1 (82/~2xi) + (a2/@y), and u( t, x, y) (the excess pressure or 
the acoustic potential) is a real valued function defined for ZE R, x E R”, 
y E R. We consider the case 
Y co, 
O<y<h, 
h<y, 
(1.2) 
where h>O, O<c,<c- 4c+. The interest of this case lies in the fact that 
there are an infinite number of waves guided by the slab 0 < y < h. For this 
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reason we have a multichannel scattering problem; there are actually an 
infinite number of scattering channels. 
In the case c- 6 c,, there are no guided waves and we have a single chan- 
nel problem. 
Let Qi be a closed and bounded set in [W’+i such that its topological 
boundary, &2,, is of measure zero. Denote Sz, = R”+l\Qi, and 
Q = R”+ ‘\3Gi- ai u Sz,, where di denotes the interior of Qi. 
The perturbed problem is 
g-c’(x,y)Au=O, (1.3) 
where c(x, y) is measurable in R” + ’ and satisfies 
Cl 6 4-T Y) 6 c2, (1.4) 
for a.e. (x, y) E R”+ ‘, and where ci, c2 are positive constants. u( t, x, y) is as 
before. Now d is understood as acting in distribution sense on S2 instead of 
on Rn+l. 
By L2 we denote the space of Lebesgue measurable complex valued 
square integrable functions defined on R”+ ‘. We denote by X0 the Hilbert 
space of all functions in L2 equipped with the scalar product 
(tp, g)o = jRn+,% Y) dx> Y) CO’(Y) dx dv. (1.5) 
It is evident that the norms of L2 and X0 are equivalent. 
The unperturbed acoustic propagator is defined as 
A, = -ci( y) A. (1.6) 
A0 is selfadjoint in ZO with domain D(A,) = H2(R”+ ‘), the Sobolev space 
of order 2. The operator A acts on distribution sense on R”+ ‘. 
The spectral analysis of A, has been fully studied in [Wil, Wi2]. 
We denote by A? the Hilbert space consisting of all functions in L2 with 
the scalar product 
(IpI g)x = j-+, +Xx, Y) dx> Y) cp2b, Y) dx dy. 
Clearly the norm of X is equivalent to the norms of L2 and of X0. 
The formal perturbed acoustic propagator is - c2(x, y) A, defined as an 
operator in 2 with domain C?(Q), the space of all functions that are 
infinitely differentiable and have compact support in 52. 
We introduce several spaces of functions that we need. 
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Given 0 an open set, 0 c l??‘+ r, L2(0) denotes the Hilbert space of all 
Lebesgue measurable square integrable functions defined on 0. For any c(, , 
tlZc 88 we denote by L&,(O) the weighted spaces 
L;,,,,(o)= {f: (1 + IX12)r”2 (1 + I Y12)12’2f~~2(0)~~ (1.8) 
with norm 
0 f II L~,,r,(O) = ll(l + /-dZ)a”2 (1 + I Y12P2$//LqO). (1.9) 
The weighted Sobolev space of order m, Hz,,2(0), where m is a positive 
integer, is defined as 
with norm 
IIP II f&JO) = 
where we use the standard multiindex notation 
(1.11) 
In the particular case of 0 = R”+ ’ we denote L&z(O) by Lz,,,,, and its 
norm by 
lIfIIL~,,o*= llplla,.a2. 
Similarly H;,or2(Rn+ ‘) is denoted by H;,z2 and its norm by 
(1.12) 
II P II f&* = II P Ilm,a,.z2. (1.13) 
Moreover we denote L$,, by L2 and J!ig, by H”. H:(O) denotes the com- 
pletion of C,“(O) in the norm of H”‘. Let -A, be any selfadjoint bounded 
below operator in L2 that is an extension of -A defined in C,“(Q). Let h, 
be the associated quadratic form with domain D(h,). Let A >O be such 
that -A, + A > 0, and let QG be the Hilbert space consisting of D(h,) with 
scalar product 
(cp? IcI)G = hA(P> II/)+ 4% $13 (1.14) 
for cp, II/ E QG E D(h,). 
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Clearly if -d, + I, > 0 and -A, + AZ > 0 the corresponding norms 
(1.14) are equivalent. 
LOCAL COMPACTNESS (LC) ASSUMPTION A.I. We assume that for any 
fE C,m(w+l),p= 1, in a neighborhood of X? the operator of multiplication 
by f is compact from QG into L*. 
We denote by -A, the selfadjoint extension with Dirichlet boundary 
condition, namely, the selfadjoint extension with form domain HA(G) and 
associated form h, equal to 
By the Rellich compactness lemma -A, satisfies the LC assumption 
with no restriction on X?. QD is the Hilbert space D(h,) with scalar 
product 
(cp, $10 = hD(% $I+ 4% $1. (1.16) 
Note that QD c QG. Let P be th e orthogonal projector in QG onto QD. 
Remark 1.1. Note that as operator from Q, into L2, f = fP +f( 1 - P). 
Moreover since PQG= QD=HA(8), and since +‘is compact from Hh(SZ) 
into L* by the Rellich compactness lemma, it follows that the LC 
assumption is satisfied if and only if tp is a compact operator from 
(1 - P) Q, into L*. 
Remark 1.2. The LC assumption is satisfied for any 1 and +’ provided 
that it is satisfied for one I and one fi For ,? this follows from the remark 
below (1.14). Moreover let f, and f2 be as in the LC assumption. Then 
p=fi -tp2 E 0 in a neighborhood of I%, and it follows from (2.21) of Sec- 
tion 2 that tp is compact from (1 - P) Q, into L2. Then the LC assumption 
is satisfied with fr if and only if it is satisfied with f2. 
Now we define the perturbed acoustic propagator, A, as 
A = -c2(x,y) A,, (1.17) 
where AC satisfies LC. A particular case is - c*(x, v) A,. A is selfadjoint in 
X with domain D(A) = D(A,). We designate @ * = {z E C : Im z 2 O> 
THEOREM I (The Limiting Absorption Principle). Suppose that the LC 
assumption A.1 is satisfied and that 
Ic(x,y)-c,(y)ldC(l+IxI)~l-"'(l+lYI)-l-E*, (1.18) 
for some sl, s2 > 0. 
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Then the essential spectrum of A consists of [0, co). The eigenvalues of A 
on R + \{ UC”= 1 pd} have finite multiplicity and can only accumulate at cc, 
zero, and ( UF= I /.Q}. A has no singular continuous spectrum. The resolvent 
R(z) = (A - 2))I, Im z 3 0, has an extension to a function, denoted R’(z), 
defined on D’ = (C * u R)\( (0) u {UT= 1 pe} u a,(A)) with values in 
Z(E&,, L? =,,- .,), where Cli = (1 + si)/2, i= 1, 2. 
The R’(z) are analytic on @’ u [W\o,(A)], and Holder continuous 
with exponent y < min(cr - 4, 1 ), CI = min(a, , a2) on D *. 
In particular for any /E Lz,,,, let fPkic = R(p + ic)f, p E [w + \ 
({U,“=, ,+} u a,(A)), be the unique solution in 2 of the equation 
(A - (p + itz))fp + iE ={ Then the limits 
f: = EEfp*ie 3 (1.19) 
exist in the strong topology in LZE,+-z,, and satisfy 
(f: 2 (A -PL) cp)H = (A cp)X> (1.20) 
for all cp E C~(lR”+ ‘\&2). That is to say fz is a weak solution (with respect 
to the 2 duality) of the equation 
(A -/4p: =/: (1.21) 
Finally for ,BEE+\\((~=, pL/} u g,(A)), R*(p) is given by the formula 
R*(p)=-f@$) i 
x(1+ VR; (h))-‘]e-‘(x,y). (1.22) 
Remark 1.3. The p!, 1 = 1, 2 ,..., are the thresholds at which a new 
guided wave of the unperturbed acoustic propagator appears; see the 
Appendix. e(x, y) = c(x, JJ) c;‘(y). R:(z) is defined in Lemma A.l, and 
V=e-‘(A+l)-’ e-(&+1)-‘. Since lfV\a,(A)cp(A), R+(z)=R-(z) 
and the common value is analytic at z E R - \a,(A). 
For GC~,CQE[W, we define porl,or2=(1+~x~2)-Z1~2 (1+jy12))‘2/2, and for 
c(x, v) measurable on R” + ’ we denote I( c (1 o. = ess. sup ) c(x, y)( . 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let c(x, y) be measurable and satisfy (1.4) and (1.18). 
A neighborhood, O,, of c is defined as the set of all d(x, y) measurable on 
R n+ ‘, that satisfy (1.4) and (1.18), and such that 
II P-2a,, -2or*(c - 4llm < E, (1.23) 
for some fixed E > 0, and where clj = (1 + &J/2. 
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In the following corollary we study the dependence of R’ (z) on c. To do 
so we make explicit the dependence on c and we denote A, = - c2A,, and 
by R’(z) the extended resolvents of A,.. 
COROLLARY I. The R’(z) are locally Hiilder continuous in c; i.e., for 
each compact set Kc Iw + \ {U,“= , pc} v a,(A,)) there is a neighborhood, O,., 
of c such thatfor alldeO,, K~[W+\({U,“=,CL(}U~~(A~)), and 
IIR:(z) - RS(z)llsq~~,~,,,L~~,, ‘2 d C II P-Z%,.- zaJ~- d)ll cu, (1.24) 
for some constant C and all z with Re z E K. 
Remark 1.5. Note that A, acts on its domain as A in distribution sense 
on Q= IX’+’ \aQ. Then since for all tp~ 2 
II AR(z)P II L: =,,- 22 6 C II ANz)J II LZ~,,~~~ d II /II L:%,,. ~2 
+ I z I II p II L&, d c II P II L;, %*2 (1.25) 
it follows that Theorem I and Corollary I are true in the uniform operator 
topology in Y(Lz,,,,, G?‘?~,-~,,~~~(Q)), ~1, = (1 + EL)/23 i = 1, 2, where for 
cl,eR, i=l,2, 2 d,a,,a2(Q) is the space of all measurable functions on Q 
such that the following norm is finite: 
Furthermore, if A, is 2-coercive, that is to say, if 
II PIIH2,,,&2, d CCII AGfll L&* + 11 PII LZJ) (1.27) 
Theorem I and Corollary I are true in the uniform operator topology on 
=%&> H?,,,-,,(Q)). 
From Theorem I and Corollary I follows a complete spectral and scatter- 
ing theory for the pair A, A,,. See [Well, [We2], [We41 for a precise 
statement of the results. The constructive nature of our approach and the 
results on the continuity of the wave and scattering operators, and of the 
scattering matrix on the perturbation are interesting from the point of view 
of the applications. 
We consider now the exterior domain case. Qi and Q, are as before, but 
our problem is only defined on a,. 
We define now A as a symmetric operator acting on C,“(D,). Let -A,, 
be any bounded below selfadjoint extension of -A in L’(Q,). Let h; be the 
quadratic form associated with -A.., and for I > 0 such that 
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-A,, + 1> 0 let Qe,G be the Hilbert space consisting of D(h,,) with scalar 
product 
(cp, ICI)e,G= kvA% $I+ 4% $1, 
where now (.;) denotes the scalar product in L*(Q,). 
(1.28) 
LOCAL COMPACTNESS ASSUMPTION IN THE EXTERIOR DOMAIN CASE 
A.2. We assume that for any f E C,“(lR”+ ‘), f = 1, in a neighborhood of 
Alec, the operator of multiplication by f is compact from Qe,o into L’(sZ,). 
As before this assumption is true for any such n and /if it holds for a 
given pair (A, p). 
Let Se denote the Hilbert space consisting of all functions in L2(sZ,) with 
scalar product 
Cp, g)x< = [aef(x. Y) 2(x, Y) c-~(x, y) dx dy, (1.29) 
where c(x, y) is a measurable function in Q, such that 
0 < Cl ,< c(x, y) 9 c2, (1.30) 
for a.e. (x, y) E 52, and some c,, c2 > 0. The perturbed acoustic propagator 
is now defined as A, = -c2(x, y) A,,, and is a bounded below selfadjoint 
operator on Xc. 
THEOREM II (The Limiting Absorption Principle). Suppose that the 
local compactness assumption A.2 is satisfied, and that 
Ic(x, y)-c,(y)1 <C(1+ lxI)-‘-E’ (l+ I y I)-l-E*, (1.31) 
for some C, E~,E~>O. 
Then all the statements of Theorem I are true for A,, if the spaces 
L:.,,~a2w+1) are replaced by the spaces L:cI,,+e2(S2e), and if in (1.20) 
cp E Gv,). 
We define now a neighborhood of c(x, y) satisfying (1.30), and (1.31) as 
in Definition 1.4, but now the sup norm in (1.23) is taken over 52, only. 
Corollary I is true for A, if the spaces L&,,*Jl?,) are considered 
instead of the spaces L:o,,,fa,z ((w”+ ’ ). Similarly, Remark 1.5 is true for A, 
provided that 0 is replaced by IR, and the spaces involved are suitably 
modified as in Theorem II. 
In the particular case of the exterior domain with Dirichlet and 
Neumann boundary conditions, and with c(x, y) - cO( y) of compact sup- 
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port a non-constructive proof of the existence of the extended resolvents 
R*(z) is given in [D-G]. the Holder continuity of the R’(z) is not proven 
in [D-G]. 
As in the transmission problem case a complete spectral and scattering 
theory follows from Theorem II (see [Well, [We2], [We41 for a precise 
statement of the results). The wave operators are now defined as 
W, = s - lim eitAe Je - itAo, (1.32) 
1--r *cc 
provided that the strong limits exist. J is the operator from X0 onto Xe 
given by Jf= xo,f, where xn, denotes the characteristic function of 52,. 
Let us consider now several examples. The case of the Dirichlet boun- 
dary condition has already been mentioned above Remark 1.1. 
The case of the Neumann boundary condition corresponds to the selfad- 
joint operator associated with the form (1.15) with domain H’(Q) or 
Hl(SZ,). The conditions under which local compactness is true in this case 
are well known (see for example [Wi3]). If %2 is regular enough we can 
assure that in this case &p/an = 0 at &2. 
Another example is the case of the Robin boundary condition: suppose 
that there is a bounded trace operator, T, from H”(Q,), s real, s > +, into 
L’(aQ,), and let O(X) be a bounded measurable function on X?,. We define 
the form 
+s G(X) TcpG dw, (1.33) JQe 
with domain H1(Q2,). It is easily seen that h is a symmetric, closed, and 
bounded below quadratic form. Let -d, be the associated selfadjoint 
operator. The local compactness assumption is satisfied under the same 
conditions as in the Neumann case (see [Wi3]). 
Under some regularity on &S, it follows easily that if cp E D(d,) 
ap -&=w, on ai-2, (1.34) 
where n is the normal to aQ pointing towars Q,. 
An example of a transmission problem is constructed similarly. We con- 
sider the form (1.33) with domain H’([w”+‘), where now T is a trace 
operator from H”( IF!” + ‘), s> f, into L2(aO) whose existence we assume. 
Again the form is symmetric, closed, and bounded below. -A, is the 
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associated selfadjoint operator. Since the form domain of -A, is H’(lR”+ ‘) 
the local compactness condition is always true in this case. 
It follows easily under some regularity on XJ that for any cp E D(A,) we 
have 
acp [ 1 dn =4x) cp(x), 
where [acp/&] denotes the jump on &p/an across X?. 
More general examples can easily be constructed. 
The role of local compactness in the spectral and scattering theory of 
boundary value problems is well known. See [C-W, We31 for a discussion 
on this point and for more examples on boundary conditions. 
Our constructive approach allows us to obtain minimal requirements on 
the regularity of the boundary. Actually we do not need to specify a par- 
ticular boundary condition; we just require that we have a selfadjoint 
extension of -A defined on C;(0) that is bounded below and satisfies the 
local compactness condition. In this way we obtain a unified treatment of a 
large class of boundary conditions. 
Spectral and scattering theory is a subject that is reaching maturity (see 
for example [R-S, H] for an exposition and references), there are many 
different techniques, either time dependent or time independent. Since the 
subject under consideration lends itself to many applications in various dif- 
ferent fields (electromagnetism and elasticity for example) we have favored 
a constructive time independent approach. In this approach to spectral and 
scattering theory the fundamental tool is the “limiting absorption prin- 
ciple” (Theorems I and II). There are several different methods to prove it. 
The approach that we follow has its origin in work done by [A, Kul] 
(for a different technique, namely, commutator methods, see [R-S, Ml). 
In the first step one constructs the extend resolvents, R,(z), for 
z~(~+\{UI”O=, ~ll)\e,T h w ere the e, are sets of measure zero, by a com- 
pactness and analyticity argument. - 
In the second step one identifies the sets e, with the eigenvalues of A in 
[w + \( U,“= 1 p,}. This is the so-called “problem of division”: one is given a 
generalized eigenfunction with a priori bad decay properties ad infinitum, 
and one proves that it is actually a proper L2 eigenfunction. At the same 
time one obtains discreteness of the point spectrum by a compactness 
argument. 
In [Wel, Lemma 2.11, and in this paper, we solved the “problem of 
division” in a simple way. In [D-G] a solution was found by a different 
method, that appears to be much more complicated, 
The scattering theory follows then in an optimal way using the proper 
techniques. 
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Theorems I and II were proved by adapting to this situaton the results of 
[Well. This is done by using an idea of Birman [B] (see also Kato [Ka2] 
and Kuroda [Ku~]). 
We use a formula of Krein [Kr] for the difference of the resolvents of 
two selfadjoint extensions of a positive operator. The exterior domain case 
is reduced to a transmission problem by considering the direct sum of the 
exterior poblem under consideration with a suitable interior one. 
Our method also gives decay properties of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to embedded eigenvalues. This problem, and the related 
question of the actual existence of any eigenvalue, will be considered in a 
forthcoming paper. 
Since our approach is somehow abstract in nature, and it is based on 
regularity properties of the generalized eigenfunctions of the unperturbed 
propagator it extends in a simple way to more complicated wave 
propagation problems like three dimensional deformed wave guides in elec- 
tromagnetism, and elasticity. These problems will be considered elsewhere. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the proof of the 
theorems. In the Appendix we obtain a suitable spectral representation for 
the unperturbed operator. This appendix is based on [Wil, Wi2]. 
The relation between the spectral and scattering theory of the acoustic 
propagator and that of the wave equation (1.3) is a classical result. See for 
example [L-P, Ka2, R-S, Wi3]. 
2. THE PROOFS 
We define the unitary operator, L, from 2 onto X0 
(Lv)(x, Y) = e -‘(x7 Y) cp(4 Y)? (2.1) 
where e(x, y) = c(x, y) c;‘(y). Then 
d=LALp’=eA”e 0 ) (2.2) 
D(a)= {cp~X~:ecp~D(A~)}, (2.3) 
where A,G = -ci( y) d, is a selfadjoint operator in X0 with D(A,G) = D(d,). 
We also define 
2, = eA,e, 
A”.=eA,De, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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as selfadjoint operators in X0 with domain 
WA”,)= {cp~%:ecp~Wo)}, (2.6) 
D(A”,)= {fp~~~:ecp~D(A,D)}, (2.7) 
where A[ = -cz( y) A, is selfadjoint in I&, with domain D(A,D) = D(A,). 
LEMMA 2.1. For any ;1>0, and cc,,cr,>O, (A,+A)-’ is a bounded 
operator from Li,.a, into Hz,,,,. 
Proof: We define p:,,,. =(l + 1x12/n2))11’2(1 + / yj2/n2)-~a2’2, for n>O. 
Then 
(A,+~~)-‘P~,,~,=P~,,~,(A~+~)-~-(A~+~)~’ 
. PE,,,, P”,,,-,,[A,> ~~,,,,l(&+ A)-‘. (2.8) 
Clearly 
(2.9) 
for some constant C independent of n. Then for n large enough 
(A, + 2) -‘P& = P:,.,,(Ao + i) -’ 
. U+ pn.a,,-.,CAo, ~:,,,,l(&+ W’)-‘. (2.10) 
This implies that for n large enough pY,,,mmIz(AO + A) ~ ’ p:,,,, is bounded on 
% 
It also follows easily from (2.10) that ~“.,,~.,(a”/ay”)(a~/ax”)(A, + 2))’ 
G,,,,, I GL I + I p I 6 2, is bounded in X0. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2, Let f E C~(R”’ ‘) satisfy f = 1 on a neighborhood of dl2. 
Then for any ctl, ~1~ > 0, (1 -/)(A: + 1) ~ ’ is a bounded operator from 
LZ,.m, into Hi, az , , for any i > 0 such that (AC + 1) is positive. 
Prooj Let * E Lf,,,,, and denote q = (A,G + A)-’ $. Then in distribution 
sense on w+'\asz 
Aq~=$(o--le. (2.11) 
0 4 
Hence by interior elliptic regularity cp E Hk,( lR”+ ’ \&2). Then 
(1-p) (PE H*(W+‘), and 
(-c;A+Ml-/)cp=(-A,/)cp+2c;(y)V’Vcp+(l--p)+. (2.12) 
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Furthermore since VP has compact support away from 852 
II VP. vv II “I,,, 1 < cc II cp II L* + II @ II L21 G c II * II L2 G c II * II L2 a,,5. (2.13) 
Since A,,/ has compact support it follows that the right-hand side of 
(2.12) belongs to L&a2, and then by Lemma 2.1 
II (1 -tp) cp II Hi,,,, G c II * II Lh, #2’ (2.14) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that rp E & satisfies 
(cp, (43 + J.) 4ho = 0, (2.15) 
for every + E Cr(lW+ ‘\X?), and some I> 0. Then for every f as in 
Lemma 2.2 and every aI, CI~ > 0, (l-4) cp E Hi,,012, and 
II (1 -tp) cp II H;,,m2 G c II cp II X0’ (2.16) 
where the constant C depends only on f and aI, a2. 
Proof. By (2.15) 
4 = hy2(Y) 4& (2.17) 
in distribution sense on R”+ r \&2. It follows by interior elliptic regularity 
that cp E H~,,(R”+1\8Q). 
By (2.17) it follows that (2.12) is true with $=O. As before by interior 
elliptic regularity 
II VP. VP II Li,,,, G c II cp II L2. 
Then (2.16) follows from Lemma 2.1. 
(2.18) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any cr,, a2, b,, b2 20, and Iz > 0 the operator 
(A, + A)-’ - (A,D + I)-’ extends to a compact operator from L2,,,_,, into 
LkP2. The same result is true for (Ac+I)-‘- (A&‘+ ,I-’ for any a>0 
such that (A,C + J.) is positive. 
ProoJ: We denote by QD and QG respectively the form domain of 
(A,D + 1) and (A,G + A) with their natural scalar products, and let P be the 
orthogonal projector in QG onto Q, (note that Q, c QG). 
It is a result of Krein [Kr] that 
(A,G+A)-l-(At+l)-l=(l-P)(A;+A)-l. (2.19) 
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Suppose that q E QG. Then for any $ E C;(W+‘\%2) 
((l-P)cP,~)ec=((l-P)cp,(A,+l)~),,=O, (2.20) 
and it follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
II ( 1 -7% 1 - PI cp II F& d c II cp IIQG. (2.21) 
Since the imbedding of H&,, into Lz,,+z, ?i < yi, is compact (1 -p)( 1 - P) is 
a compact operator from QG into L&z, aI, a2 2 0. By the local com- 
pactness assumption p( 1 -P) is compact from QG into L&z. Moreover, 
since (@+A)-’ is bounded from X0 into QG it follows from (2.19) that 
(A,G + A)-‘- (A,D +A)-’ is compact from X0 into Lz,,a,. Hence P~~,,+~ 
[(@+A)-‘-(A,D+A)-‘1 is compact on X0. Finally by taking adjoints 
and by interpolation 
P-&-&G +4-’ - (4 + L)-‘I P-q-q (2.22) 
extends to a compact operator in X0. This proves the lemma in the case of 
A,G. Since A,, is a particular case of A,G (the local compactness assumption 
being trivially true in this case), the proof is completed. Q.E.D. 
For I positive enough we have 
V=(A”+A)-‘-(&+1)-‘= v,+ vz+ vj, (2.23) 
where 
V,=(a+n)-l-(a,+n)-l, (2.24) 
v*= -[(A”,+I)-‘-(Al,+3,)-‘1, (2.25) 
V,=(&+A)-‘-(&+I)-‘. (2.26) 
LEMMA 2.5. V extends to a bounded operator from LTw,,-a2 into Lg,,82, if 
0 < Clip pi < (1 + q)/2, and extends to a compact operator between the same 
spaces if 0 < ff i < ( 1 + E J/2. 
Proof. Let fc Cg (88” + ’ ) be identically one on a neighborhood of &2. 
Note that since the domains of A and of A, are the same set of functions it 
follows from the local compactness assumption that !(A + A)- ’ is compact 
from X0 into L$,,a,. Then/(2 + A)-’ = e-i/(-4 + A)-’ e is compact between 
the same spaces. By a similar argument f(A, + A)-‘, +(A”,+I)-‘, and 
f(A,+ A)-’ are also compact from X0 into Li,,=,. It follows that /Vi, 
i= 1,2, 3, are compact operators from Ho into Lz,,a,. 
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Furthermore, 
(1-f) v,=(l-p)[(A,G+~)~‘-(AoD+~)-.l] 
+(1-/)[(A”+I))-(A,G+IZ)-‘]-(l-p)[(&+;1)-’ 
-(A,D+A)yJ. (2.27) 
The first term in the right-hand side of (2.27) is compact from X0 into 
Lz,,,, by Lemma 2.4. The second one is equal to 
(l-P)[(A”+~)~‘-(A,G+~)~l] 
= (1 -/)[(e-‘- 1)(@+1)-’ fY’ 
+(A,G+l)-l (e-l- l)-AeC’(A,C+1))’ (e-‘-e) 
* (A + %-‘1. (2.28) 
By Lemma 2.2 the right-hand side is bounded from X0 into L&,z for 
cl; < (1 + si) and is compact between the same spaces if cxi < 1 + E, (recall 
that the imbedding of HG,,?> into L4,,42, is compact if 7; < 7,). Since A, is a 
particular case of A, the third term on the right-hand side of (2.27) has the 
same property. Then p P11,, -12 V, is a bounded operator on X0 if 
crj < (1 + EJ, and it is compact if aj < (1 + si). Arguing in the same way with 
p --Ix,,~12 Vi, i = 2, 3, we prove that p P1,,-12 I/ has the same property, and 
then by taking adjoints and by interpolation we prove that 
~~p,,~82V~~~,,~~~isboundedon~~ifO~cci~(1+~i)/2,O~~i~(1+~i)/2, 
and that it is compact in X0 if 0 6 LY; < (1 + si)/2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. The essential spectrum of A consists of [0, 00). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 (A” + I))’ -(A,+ 1))’ is compact. Then by 
Weyl’s criterion a,(J) = a,(A,) = [0, co). Since A and A” are unitarily 
equivalent, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
We denote H, = (A0 + A)) ‘, H, = (A” + A))‘, for I positive enough. Then 
o(ffo) = aAH,) = a,(ff,) = co, l/Jl. 
Furthermore, denoting RO(z)=(H,-z))‘, zip, R’(z)= 
(ZZ-z)-‘, zep(H1), we have for zEp(H,)np(H,) 
where 
R'(z) = RO(z) (&l(z), (2.29) 
Qo(z) = (H, -2) R’(z) = Z+ F%‘(z), (2.30) 
Q(Z) = (No-z) R’(z) = I- VR’(z). (2.31) 
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Note that 
C!(z) = Q,'(z). (2.32) 
We denote Of =@’ u(W\[O, l/,X]), where C’= {zG@: ImzsO}, and 
&’ = (puI + A))‘, where the p, are the thresholds at which a new guided wave 
of A0 appears (see CA.71 of [Well). We denote I, = (0, l/n)\{ UE, &‘}. 
LEMMA 2.7. The eigenvalues of HI in (0, l/n)\{Z~p}E, have finite mul- 
tiplicity and can only accumulate at 0, l/A, and py, I = 1, 2,.... HI has no 
singular continuous spectrum. Furthermore R’(z), z E 0; , has an extension 
to a function R’,(z) defined on (0; uZ,)\a,(H,) with values in ,,Y(L&2, 
L2 -.,,-,,I, where aj= (1 + q)/2. 
R’,(z) is given by 
R’+(z)= RO,(z)U+ vRo+(z))-‘, (2.33) 
and is Hiilder continuous in z with exponent y < min(a - 1, i), 
a = min(a,, a2). 
Proof We define 
K, @I= vR$ (z), z~Df up. (2.34) 
By Lemmas 2.5 and A.1 (since the imbedding of H$Yz into L$,,42 is compact 
if yi > +J K,(z) is a family of compact operators on L&l, ai = (1 + &J/2, 
analytic on 0: and Holder continuous with exponent y on 0: u Z? Let us 
define 
Qo,, = Z+ K,(z), ZED; ul,. (2.35) 
Since Q,,, (z) is invertible for z E D’ it follows by the analytic Fredholm 
lemma that Q,,+(z) is invertible for z E 0: u IO with the possible exception 
of sets of measure zero e + c IO. 
The identification e + = a,(H,) n I,, where op(H1) denotes the point 
spectrum of H,, and the rest of the theorem follows exactly as in 
Lemma 2.1 of [Well, see also [A], and [Ku 11. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem I. The results on the eigenvalues and the absence of 
singular continuous spectrum are immediate from Lemma 2.7 and the fact 
that A and 2 are unitarily equivalent. 
Furthermore, for z E @ + 
e -I. (2.36) 
505/64/l-9 
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Then the existence of R’(z) satisfying the conditions of the Theorem 
follows from Lemma 2.7. Furthermore for p E R + \( { Uz, pLI} u o,(A)) 
R+(p)= --E- 
P+l 
z+ --&Ro, (‘)(I+ VR; (---&))e’] e-l. (2.37) 
Finally 
(f:, (A - P) cpb = TV (R(P k i&IA (A -PI CP)H 
= (P, cp) + f; ie(R(p + i&)fi cp) = 0. (2.38) 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary I. We define 
@(A) = e-‘(2, + A) e -1(AoG+~)-1=l-IZ(1-ee2)(A,G+IZ)-1, (2.39) 
D,(l) = (AZ + A) e(A”, + A)-’ e. (2.40) 
Note that @(A) and o,(A) are bounded and that 
(@(A))-’ = D,(A). (2.41) 
Furthermore 
(A”,+R)-l=e-l(A,G+L)pl (D:(A))-‘e-l. (2.42) 
Then by the stability of bounded invertibility (see[We2, Corollary 2.23 for 
a similar argument) 
Il~A”,+~~-‘-~A”d+~~-‘I/lP(J(Do,~”o)~~II~-~ll,~ (2.43) 
for d in some neighborhood of c. Furthermore denoting ei = dcg ‘, and 
P’,=(A”+A))‘-(&+I)-’ and similarly for I’, we have 
vc- Vd 
=(A”,+A)-‘-(a,+n)-’ 
=(e-‘-e;l)(A,G+A)-le-’ 
+(e;l-l)(A,G+A))l(e-l-e;l)+(A,G+A)-l(e-’-e;l) 
-A(e-‘-e;l)(A,G+l)-l (e-l-e)(A,+A)pl 
-~e~‘(A,G+A)-‘((e~~‘-e~‘)-(e-el))(A,+;l)-’ 
-Ae;‘(A,G+;1)-l (e;‘-el)((A”,+il)p’-(A”,+A)-‘). (2.44) 
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By Lemma 2.2, (A,G + 2) - ’ is bounded from Lf,,,, into Lt,,,,, tli 2 0. Then 
by (2.43), (2.44) 
b--l-~,,-l-~~(~c- vdb2’(.Wc,X’o) a IIP-,-~,,-----~(c-~)II~.(~.~~) 
By taking adjoints and by interpolation we obtain that 
where C(~ = (1 + &J/2. 
The corollary follows now from (2.37) and (2.46) arguing as in the proof 
of Corollary 2.2 of [We2]. Q.E.D. 
We consider now the exterior domain case. First we extend c(x, JJ) to all 
of BP+’ in any way that is consistent with (1.4) and (1.18). For example we 
just set c(x, y) = 1, (x, y) E Bi. Then let -di be any bounded below selfad- 
joint operator in L’(OJ that is an extension of -d defined on C;(n,). We 
furthermore require that - di satisfies the local compactness assumption 
A.2, where Q, is replaced by Oi. Then we define AC = (Ai - M) 0 A,,, for 
some A4 > 0. Note that L*( IF!“+ ‘) = L2(sZi) @ L*(s2,). 
A particular choice of Ai is, for example, the extension with Dirichlet 
boundary condition on K?,, that is to say, the operator associated to the 
Dirichlet form with domain Hh(!ZJ. 
Note that AC satisfies the local compactness assumption A.l. 
We define the operators A,G = -ci( y) A, and A’ = eA,Ge as before. 
Note that Lemma 2.2 remains true with this A,. Also Lemma 2.4 
remains true because 
(A,G+A.-‘+4:+/l-l 
= [(-c;Ai+M+l)-‘-(-c;Ai+l)-‘@O] 
+ [(-c;Ai+l)-I@(-c;A,+L)-‘I-(&‘+A)-’. (2.47) 
By the local compactness assumption (- cfjAi + A4 + I)-‘, M> 0, is a 
compact operator on L2(s2J. Then the first term in the right-hand side is 
compact from &? onto L&, (lY+ ‘). The compactness of the second term 
follows by Lemma 2.4. 
We now define 
A = -c*(x, y) AG, (2.48) 
as a selfadjoint operator in %’ (see (1.7)). 
Finally also Lemma 2.5 remains true for this A,. Then Theorem I applies 
in this case and since 
A = - Cc*@, Y) AiO c*(x, y) A,], (2.49) 
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and since by the local compactness assumption the spectrum of 
-c2(x, y) di is discrete Theorem I follows. At this point it must be 
remarked that in the set of exceptional points where the extended resolvent 
is not defined we should include the eigenvalues of - c2(x, y) Aj. However, 
since we have still the constant h4 at our disposal we can take it so large as 
to make the smallest eigenvalue of -c2Ai as positive as necessary, and then 
the extended resolvent is defined for every z E D, (a similar argument was 
used in [Ku~]). 
Finally, note that since A is a direct sum, the extended resolvents R’(p) 
of A, are given by 
x e-lb, y), (2.50) 
where xn,, the characteristic function of Q,, is the projector in 2 onto xe. 
APPENDIX:THE SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION OF H, 
In this appendix we derive a spectral representation for H, = (A, + ,I- ‘, 
A > 0. 
We briefly state some results from the Appendix of [Well. We find it 
convenient to slightly change the notation. We denote 
where PER+, o=(q, co, ,..., co,) ES, = S, u S2 u S3 (see (A.21) of 
[Well), and (r, = (o ,,..., o,,), and d( y, p, w) is defined in (A.23)-(A.36) of 
[Well. 
Furthermore we define for 1 = 1, 2, 3 ,..., p E R +, 
1 
- eql(fl)G~xql( y, p), PLO,> 
l/5,(x, y, /A, W) = (2n)“‘z (A.21 
0, pER+\o,, 
where ti~S;-l, and q,(y, 1) is defined in (A.lOr(A.14) of [Well. 
We introduce the Hilbert spaces 
&~=L2(lR+, L’(S,), dp), (A.3) 
*= L2(0,, LZ(s;-I), dp), (A.4) 
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L = 1, 2, 3,..., where I,‘(&,) is the Hilbert space of measurable functions on 
So that are square integrable with respect to the measure induced by the 
Lebesgue measure on BY’+ ‘. L’(S; ~ ‘) is similarly defined. 
For f~ Z0 we define 
t&L) = $ - lim 
I Ic/e*(x, Y, P, o)t(x, Y) c,~(Y) dx d., (A.5) M-cc R”+I 
for C! = 0, l,..., where R’&+‘= {(x,y)~R”+‘: 1x1 CM, 1 yI CM}. For k’=O, 
p = &, for k’ 2 1, p = ,u. The existence of the strong limits above follows 
from the results of [Wil, Wi2] (see Theorem A.3 of [Well). Note that in 
the notation of [Well &(p) =?r(.p) +F2(p), and&p) =F(+2(p), k’= 1, 2,.... 
We define F,: X0 + St as 
We have 
F/f =A, e = 0, 1, 2,.... (A.61 
F,*=Po- lim 
s $/(x,Y, P, w)Ph w)d~dw (A.71 M+m O,n{O<~<M}xS' 
where we denote 0, = lR+, and S’ E ST - ‘, for C = 1, 2 ,.... 
We define 
A=&. (‘4.8) 
C-=0 
The operator F: X0 -+ .$? defined as 
(A.9) 
is unitary [Wil, Wi2] from X0 onto 2, and for all /ED(A,) 
pAof= W’,fko. 
Furthermore for p, 6 p d pI+ 1 (denoting p. = 0) we define 
(A.10) 
2(p) = L2(So) & L2(S;-‘). 
i= 1 
Note that 
(A.1 1) 
(A.12) 
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and that (A.lO) is equivalent to 
FAoF-’ =p, (A.13) 
the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in the direct 
integral (A.12). Furthermore, note that for p > 0, C&‘(F) c $( co), where 
s@(m) =L2(S,) 6 L2(s;-1). (A.14) 
I?=1 
We denote I= R + \ { Uz I pI}. We define the operator from Y$ into 
L2(So) 
for p E Z, where pa,,az =(l + IxI’)-‘~/~ (1 + 1 JI[~)-~~‘, ml, a2>& and where 
the trace operators T1(~), T2(n) are defined in Lemma A.5 of [Well. We 
actually extend T,(p) pcl,,,,J to a function in L’(S,) by defining 
T,(p) P~,,~~~E 0 for o E S3, and similarly for T2(p) ~~,,~,fi We also define 
for p E Z, and where T,(p) E T, +2(p) of Lemma A.6 of [Well, e = 1,2 ,.... 
We define the operator 
(A.17) 
B,,,&) E g(zo, 2(p)) and the function P -+ B,,,,,(p) E T(zo, $(co)) is 
locally Holder continuous with exponent y < 1, y < CC- 4, where 
CI = min(ar,,cr,). 
Furthermore, for each Bore1 set ic I we have 
We(f) ~ol,,,,P)(~)=xibL) &,,&)tt: (A.18) 
WoPo(i) ~a,,qfp)b4 =wbL) &,,&u)P, (A.19) 
for all PE So (psuch that P,(i) pm, =*/E D(A,) in (A.19)) and a.e. p E i, and 
where x;(p) denotes the characteristic function of i PO(p) designates the 
spectral family of A,. 
We now consider the spectral representation of Ho = (A, + I) -I, 1> 0. 
Note that since the spectrum of A, consists of [0, co), the one of Ho is 
equal to [0, l/n]. 
We denote Z“ = (0, l/I.)\{ IJ?= 1 $}, where & = l/(,u, + A), and where the 
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p, are the thresholds at which a new guided wave of A, appears (see (A.7) 
of [Well). 
We define &O(p) = &(1/p - A), p E (0, l/n), and 2’(O) = s#‘( co). 
We denote 
s&O= @J &“(P) dP. (A.20) 
(0,1/A) 
We define the operator p from X0 into 2’ as 
(A.21) 
Then p is unitary from X0 onto so, and 
FH, F- ’ = p, (A.22) 
the operator of multiplication by the independent variable in the direct 
integral (A.20). Then F gives a spectral representation for Ho. 
We detin- for ,UE P 
(A.23) 
Hence B _ 0,a,,a2(~L) E -W%7 how) and the function P -, Bo,~,,&) E 
Z(Zo, Z(0)) is locally Holder continuous with the same exponent y as 
B,,,,,(p). Note that J@“(P) c 2”(p) c S@‘(O), for p 2 fi, p, fi E P. 
Furthermore, for each Bore1 set I’ c P and each f E Ho 
(t”~oU) ~ol,,a,f)(~) = XAP) Bo,a,,&L)A 
(FHoPoV) ~q,a,f)(~) = PXAP) Bo,a,&L)P, 
for a.e. .D. P,(p) denotes the spectral family of Ho. 
For z E C\ [O, l/L] we denote R,(z) = (Ho-z)-‘. 
(A.24) 
(A.25) 
LEMMA A.l. For each p E P the limits 
R"+ (p k i0) = FL? R,(p + k), (A.26) 
exist in the uniform operator topology in T(L&,,, L2_,1,p,2) for each 
a,, ~1~ > i, and the functions 
R’(z), 
RO, (z) = 
ZED; E@‘“[R,[o, j] (A27) 
R”(z f iO), ZEP, 
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defined for z E D: u P are locally Hijlder continuous in (Li,,,,, L2,,,-,J 
with exponent y < min(a - &, l), CI = min(ol,, Mu). Furthermore, for p E P 
=P.“. 1, -& q,a,(P 1 B:,,“*(P) dP 
P 
k if@:,&4 elra*(P) + Pl,,or*poc~; 1Rob4 Por,,r*, (A.28) 
where @ * = {z E @ : Im z >< 0}, and where p.v. stands for principal value of 
the integral and I, is a closed interval contained in P and such that p is an 
interior point of I,. 
Proof: This lemma follows as Lemma A.7 of [Well. Q.E.D. 
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